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The Minister for Education believes that there should be high quality public education for all

students throughout the State, no matter where they live. No reasonable person would
disagree with this position. However, over 4000 signatories to this petition obviously do not

believe that the compulsory movement of Year 7 students from primary schools in regional
areas to high schools would necessarily achieve this outcome.

Indeed, an independent review conducted by the Department of Education and Training on
the future placements of Year 7s in WA public schools found that there was no evidence that
educational outcomes improved when Year 7s were in secondary schools. The review a so
found that it would be an extremely costly exercise and there was significant community
concern about students' well-being.

The conclusions of this review are particularly significant in regional areas. any stu en s

will have to travellong distances - some up to 100 kilometers a day- to atten t e neares
high schools where there might be fewer than 10 students'

Indeed, there is an argument that the students would receive a lesser fomi o e ucation in

some cases as the school might be a School of Isolated and Distance Education, in which case

there might not be a teacher but only a supervisor.

There is also no clear strategy in place for the training of teachers require to ina e e
structural change. Furthermore, no evidence has been made available to support t e

supposition that there is adequate space and facilities in existing schools to deal wit t e ex ra
students,

Apart from a lack of evidence that would indicate an improvement in educational outcomes,

there are serious concerns in regional communities as to the social an economic

consequences of this decision to move the Year 7 cohort. This is clear from the number of
signatories to the petition.

Regional towns and communities are doing it tough at the moment. There is a huge cost in
this policy and not only in the amount of funding that has to be found if the only option for

some students is to board. There is the cost in the social consequences to our regional towns

in terms of participation in activities across the whole community. Families might decide that
these costs are more than they can afford and decide to leave their communities and so
diminishing their viability.
Importantly, the emotional well-being of the students' needs to be paramount and I doubt if
any comprehensive assessment of this aspect of the educational change been undertaken, or
even considered, by the Department of Education.
This decision is based on a narrow definition of education. Surely education should be
defined within a much broader context and this is the view of the 4000 people who signed the
petition now before the Committee. This is such an important issue for regional Western
Australia I urge the Committee to hold a fullinquiry into the matter.

Yours Incerely
It
Hon Darren West MLC

Member for Agricultural Region

5'' July 2013

